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50 All Natural Fragrance Recipes - The Art of Perfume Making Made Easy On the search for easy

and natural fragrance recipes? Then this book is exactly what you are looking for. You can learn

and enhance perfume making skills with the range of easy-to-follow recipes in this book. The

fundamental art of blending different oils to create new scents is the essence of this book. This book

contains 50 all natural fragrance recipes you can try out. Experiment with different recipes and find

your own signature fragrance. All the ingredients used in recipes are natural and can be found at

any local market. Pamper yourself, your friends and family with these handmade, all natural

sensuous fragrances. Create blends of different essential oils and other natural ingredients to form

sensual fragrances from floral and sweet scents to spicy and exotic scents. This book contains 50

all natural, simple and easy-to-follow recipes including: Lavender Vanilla Perfume Citrus Cologne

Woodland Perfume Vanilla Cardamom Body Mist So what are you waiting for? Scroll up and grab

your copy now and experience the art of easy perfume making.
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The title of the book should only be 50 all natural fragrance recipes and it should leave our the part

that says the art of perfume making made easy. Also I do not believe there are actually any

technical "perfumes" in the book. It's a book giving you many recipes for scents to wear. Most you

have to shake before using, True perfum does not require shaking. I was looking for several things:

what "note" each essential oil is, an exhaustive list because there are only about 100 EOs so it



wouldn't have been hard to do. But it doesn't even go into how to create scents based on notes.

There is sooo very little explanation, none really, as to why certain things work with others or any

explanation regarding how much one should use of certain scents like cinnamon based on how

strong they are. It does not go into any explanation about preservatives. There is no master recipe

that you can use in order to create your own perfum. There are no precautions. If you are looking for

easy recipes that you can make with things which you mostly already have in your scent-making

materials, then this is a book that would prove useful. I believe the fragrances probably only last a

few months, not years. I wish she had given some idea on expiration dates or better yet an

explanation on why certain things would need expiration dates. There aren't any preservatives as

far as I can see and some of the recipes are definitely ones that would trap bacteria in them! For

instance an oil plus a wax and some EOs without some preservative will not last very long at all. So

while I might try a couple of her recipes I will not likely give any as gifts because I'm not clear on

how long they last nor do I want to tell someone they have to shake their "perfume" each time they

use it! I gave it 3 stars instead of two because there are indeed 50 fragrances and that's half of what

the book promises.

Decent book but if you're looking to make real perfumes this isn't the book for you. Ultra basic book

which provides only simple skeleton recipes. This could have been written in 20 pages or less as

the type is large and most pages are nearly empty (assuming for notes?). Most contain the same

procedure of "mix everything together and shake or stir" with little variation.If you're a person who is

afraid of mass-produced fragrances and want to make fragrances in your kitchen then by all means

purchase this. The "recipes" typically use only 3-5 ingredients, some of which are cheap household

items, yet use others which are very expensive perfume ingredients. It's a non-directional

mish-mosh.

Some great recipes that I can't wait to try. I've been buying oils so that I can make the mixes just

right. Some oils are expensive, so shop carefully.

Nice.

Not what I wanted. 50 pages of recipies the starter DOSNT have supplies needed to do anything.

Not books FAULT. Should have read description better than I thought I had.



Excellent & Wonderful ideas

Good book for reference.

This is the second fragrance book I have read and I think this one is just as good as the one I read

recently. I know what I like but there are times when I want a scent that interacts badly with my

asthma, I decided that I wouldn't wear any form of fragrance as long as I lived because the only

ones I liked were strong. Thins book gave me hope that I might be able to enjoy fragrances while

still being careful about my asthma. All these fragrances are natural so they are less likely to cause

irritation of the skin. I enjoyed making these recipes because I felt like I was making my life better.

This book comes with complete instructions and it is also very interesting to read. This is a must

read.
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